Cooperating Technical Partners – ASFPM CTP subcommittee Monthly Call – February 19, 2019

Attendees: Alan Lulloff, Thuy Patton, Carey Johnson, Laura Algeo, Dave Knipe

Upcoming webinars

Using LIDAR for LOMAs – scheduled for March 6th. Webinar will cover the MN pilot project, a MT project that compared LAGs derived from LIDAR vs. field surveys and Beth Norton with FEMA discussing standards for using LIDAR for LOMAs.

Carey Johnson indicated that they would be ready to do a webinar on their 1D/2D modeling comparison project for 2 watersheds in KT. Was initially thinking of the last week of April but that is the week the EMI training re: LOMR review partners is scheduled. Carey indicated that the week of April 21st would also work.

We discussed whether we should include another topic and speaker. Dave Knipe indicated that they would not be ready with their 2D evaluation project by then.

Best Practices

Alan indicated that Charlotte/Mecklenberg’s 2 floodplains and 2 floodways mapping would be a good best practice. Laura indicated that they have had some issues with the multiple maps so might want to add an issues section to capture their concerns. [Note in talking to Tim Trautman he indicated that in hindsight they would have gone with just the 0.1 surcharge floodway. They thought it would give them more flexibility but only has made it more confusing.]

Other items

Colorado is continuing to develop a proposal regarding no-rise analyzes associated 2D modeling. Laura indicated that they need more people to sign up for the LOMR Review Partners training at EMI.